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PREZ PAGE
The time has come for us to find a new editor ,or this newsletter.
Dick Cavin has guided this publication and the club for
years, receiving whatever satisfaction he got as the only pay.
Anything gets old after ~ while, Dick is getting into some new
endeavors that are claiming his time now, and so he feels that
it is time for someone else to carry the load for a while.
I
have to agree reluctantly with his reasoning,
although for the
obvious selfish reasons I hate to see him step down.
He is
going to be hard to replace.
The position of editor of the Hangar Echoes is now open.
The
primary duty is to set the theme of the material in the newsletter, solicit writings to fit that theme, and schedule what goes
into which issue.
This involves keeping in touch with what our
members are doing in the way of activities and proJects, and
using the newsletter to keep the rest of us informed.
Dick also
found it necessary to write a good bit O'f the material himself
because of insufficient contributions by others.
He started a
program to train some "reporters" to spread the work around, and
I think this should be continued and expanded upon.
The
mechanical details of assembling and printing the newsletter are
taken care of bv our publisher, Ernie Ludwick.
The editor gets
written material to Ernie in typed form (111a have been lucky at
having some good volunteer typists) and Ernie gets it printed.
Anyone who would like to be more involved with the EAA movement
in Dallas, likes working with words, and would like to leave his
mark on history, please get in touch with me.

V.P. PAGE
I thought we had an excellent program for our last meeting.
My thanks to Geoff
and Tom.
We are really fortunate to have so much talent at hand.
For our May program we have scheduled Jerry Treager to tell us about Chapter involvement in the Aviation Foundation Capital Campaign.
Jerry is the past President of
Chapter 10 in Tulsa and is current Iy serving as Chairman of the EAA Chapter Executive
Committee.
The committee members are contacting Chapters around the country urging
them to support the new EAA Aviation Center at OSH.
He has promised to have an
interesting and entertaining program which will include some recent slides of the progress
being made on the Center.
See you at Sky Ii ne.
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WORLD'S GREATEST AVIATION E V E N T - - - - - WITTMAN FIELD, OSHKOSH, WISCONSIN
JULY 30 - AUGUST 6, 1983
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May 10, 1983
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Mr. Dick Cavin
10529 Somerton Drive
Dallas, TX 75229
Dear Dick:
I have just finished reading your April 1983 Newsletter and have
noted your comments concerning aerobatics at the various EAA flyins. I wanted to bring you up to date on what we have done for
Oshkosh '83.
As you know, in the past the air show at Oshkosh has been from four
to seven o'clock in the evening. This year we have shortened the
show from four o'clock to six thir.ty. We, too, felt that the show
~as getting a little long for what was inte-nde<L-· -yt- was not our intention to remove it or downplay its importance, but rather put in
perspective the amount of time allocated.
Having been to Oshkosh, you know how popular the show is by the fact
that people start lining up along side the north south runway as early
as noon to get a good seat for the afternoon and evening activities.
In conjunction with this, we have contacted all performers who have
participated in the past to obtain their commitments. This year, the
air show schedule has already been developed whereas in years past it
was not put together until the last minute because we were not sure
which volunteer participants would be in attendance.
We have also approached the subject concerning aerobatics and ultralights. This question has not only come up at air shows at EAA flyins, but also at aerobatic competitions which are· sanctioned by IAC.
The approach that has been developed is one of let's study the problem
be_f.2_~~ we make a decision. We are not going ~.9 __ go . .9.1.:1~. a.n9 "l_ay, carte
?lanche, that we are totally against a~~?~~t!~s and ultralig~ts. Rather
we have put together a Study Committee to take a look at the machines,
piiot capabilities-;etc. ir:hro,igh th~s ·committee, - w~- wiii ae~:elop_ a_ _
policy concerning ultralight aerobatics at a) IAC aerobatic competitions
- and b) E~ fl¥:- ins re: Os_~o-~h,__ ~~~0
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On an interim basis, we will not allow aerobatics at any EAA headquarters
_operated fly-in or any IAC s-;;-;tioned competition. It will not be allowed
until we are able to determine whether it can be carried on in a safe manner .
.In conjunction with this, IAC is looking a-f-·ru1.es-· iliat will be developed
specifically for ultralights to allow them to operate within a safe envelope.
Our number one priority is safety. In conjunction with this, we do not want
to have a closed mind to the operations of ultralight vehicles provided it
can be done within those parameters. We feel that the ultralight aerobatic
Study Committee will be able to answer that question in a proper manner.
I look forward to seeing you at Oshkosh '83.
With best regards,
OSHKOSH '83

~
Tom Poberezny
Convention Chairman
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HANGAR ECHOES
Editor
DICK CAVIN
10529 Somerton
Dallas, Texas 75229
214/351-4604

Today is May 14, 1983. It's the long awaited BIG day at Long Beach, Ca,, the
day when the general public and lovers of rare airplanes can at last see the fantastic "SPRUCE GOOSE" at close range and drink in the sheer size of this football
field size behemoth. Because a group of aircraft lovers organized, persisted, and
perservered this crowning achievement of HOWARD HUGHES is assured of preservation.
For a mere eight bucks you can not only see the gargantuan Hughes
but also take a tour of its close neighbors, the Queen Mary and London
estimated that as many as 4 million visitors will do just that by this
year. I hope a good many of you can be among those 4 mi 11 ion. You' 11
I'm sure.

Flying boat,
Towne. It is
time next
not regret it

Jack Cox has adequately covered the pre-opening day details in last month's
SPORT AVIATION, so we won't repeat it all here. I made a recent trip to California
and everywhere I went I found out Jack had been there about a week before,
His Spring 83 issue of "SPORTSMAN PILOT'' magazine has several excellent
stories of Southern California airplanes that he dug up on that trip, plus a lot of
other really good stuff. He also had a report on the Cactus fly-in, now being held
just west of Phoenix at Litchfield Muni Airport. The fly-in used to be called "Casa
Grande" and is sponsored by the Arizona Antique Airplane Association. He aiso had an
article in that issue about the new Helioplanes, which includes a new LOW wing design
that uses a beefed version of the regular Helio wing. (Dern, I just heard about that
• un on a recent trip up to Miami, Ok., in my T-18. And here I thought I had a scoop
and Jack heard about it at least a couple of months ago.) The plant is still at
Pittsburg, Ks.
1

Anyway, if you don't take SPORTSMAN PILOT you're really missing out. Congratu ..
lations again, Jack. It's getting better all the time. JACK COX is the VERY BEST
aviation writer in the world in my opinion, I rate TONY BINGELIS as the #1 aviation
writer of technical material and I'm sure that most of you agree about both.
Today was also another long awaited Big Day. It was first flight day for the
Ford Escort powered Cessna 150. DAVE BLANTON called me early this morning to tell
me that they had now completed all ground engine run up tests, including sustained
taxi testing, and now there was nothing to do but fly it and as soon as the weather
broke a little they'd do just that.
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suggest a group of 3 or 4 to handle this end. I'm in the process of preparing a
little guide book, or manual, on the care and feeding of a newsletter that should
help the untrained. All you need now is some volunteers.
I've had several letters asking me to stay on, but my decision is final. It
had to come some day and it's better to do it now while I'm around to give a little
advice and encouragment.
I've been asked if the poor response to the questionaire made me sore and
triggered my stepping down. The answer is no. I'm very disappointed and, yes, a
little hurt, too, when only 72 out of 125 responded. That's not much more than 50%
and that's a pretty lousy return after 3 appeals were made.
For those of you that did respond, I truly and sincerely appreciated your
gesture of friendship and cooperation, even tho' some of you thought the questionaire
was some scrt of a joke, since I already knew most of the details already. It wasn't.
It was (and is) an attempt to develop a system to make the writing of interesting,
informative and educational stories about chapter members and their projects a simple
matter for an untrained writer or reporter. Using the questionaire, in conjunction
with check list items of the guide book, the reporter could put together a human
interest article that would pass muster from their journalistic peers. The editor
(or editors) job would then consist of giving assignments, assembling the photos
and materials, making corrections, deletions, or additions to the text, and possibly
correcting the spelling or grammer and turning it over to the printers.
In that way ALL the jobs would be very easy - repeat VERY easy - and would
actually be a pleasure, not a burden. The rest of the newsletter bones could then be
filled in with technical articles, magazine clips and reprints submitted by the
various members. The result would be a newsletter that could run in the best of
company. So, again, those of you that contributed that 5 minutes of your time, it
won't go to waste, and thanks again.
As for the rest of you that gave me a sort of slap in the face with your refusal
to be a cooperative and active chapter member, perhaps you need to re-evalute why
you belong to chapter 168 and EAA. If your only motive is to sit on your butt and
GET everything you can without doing some giving, too, let's just stop and remember
that wise old adage that says, 11 You only get out of something what you put in it!"
That says it all, gents. EAA has been built on the idea of GIVING as well as GETTING
so try it friends. You'll like it.
This brings us to sign off time, amigos. In spite of the time and effort involved
I have to say I've enjoyed it. I've often had to do a little research on some of
the subjects and this enriched my knowledge store. I've seen a lot of projects in
various stages and gradually learned to take some pretty good airplane pictures, so
I've been the beneficiary in a lot of things, too. Best of all, during the intervening
15 years I've made a lot of good friends, so could ask for much more than that?
And with that I'll say ''adios, amigos."

DICK
6 '
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Taxi testing is quite important to the success of any new engine/prop combination and its main point of focus isn't necessarily to test the adequacy of the
cooling system, as you might guess. Remember that the whirling blades of a propellor
are a gyroscope in effect and once it's settled in its plane of rotation it doesn't
care to be disturbed and will let its discomfort be known in an unfriendly way. If
that prop is hooked to a short shaft, such as is used in a speed reduction system,
it demands much testing to see what results when very rapid changes of (aircraft)
direction are made. Add G forces and unpredictable aerodynamic loads to the equation
and you indeed have a BIG X.
Fortunately we can generate exceptionally high forces on the ground, nearly twice
as much as in the air, and a tricycle gear airpl~ne lets us crank in a little extra
in inertial and G loads and it's therefore possible to verify the security of the
combination at a low risk level. The forward speed inertia of the airplane in the
air and the significant damping effect of the air itself combine to resist sudden and
drastic motion changes that might result in unacceptable high structural loading of
the engine/prop. Next time you watch a pilot do a lomcevak listen very carefully to
what the changing prop sounds are saying as the airplane tumbles and try to visualize
the torturous stresses being generated.
When the test bed Cessa 150 flies today it will mark the dawn of a new day for
a considerable segment of sport aviation to better understand this, consider that a
new Lycoming 200 hp aerobatic engine now costs the dealer $24,000! You also well
know what a new 115 hp Lye costs - between 5 and 6 times the costs of a converted
Ford Escort engine (complete) - that develops 125 - 130 hp and burns significantly
less fuel than its air cooled counterpart.
"But won't the liquid cooled engine be heavier, you might ask?" No, if anything
it is a wee bit lighter! This is a 1.6 liter engine, unaspirated, and there are
hundreds of thousands of these engines on the highways right now. When the supercharged
1.9 liter engine is released it will develop (at least) 160 hp and weigh considerably less than a Lye of like hp. It's being produced and warehoused right now, and
has a factory installed Borg Warner turbo. It will be in the showrooms very soon.
Now since most EAA types like to carry a passenger with them and want to
places at 150 -200 mph or so they've had to bite the price bullet of a new or
certified aircraft engine or go to the compact type airplane that can make it
engine, expensively converted as an aircraft engine, and straining its limits
duce 75 hp for around $3,500.00

go
used
on a VW
to pro-

It doesn't require too much perception to see that a $2000 Escort engine will
certainly revive the interest in aircraft designs that need about 150 hp to really excel.
Aircraft are usually designed around a specific engine, so look for several new
designs to pop up that could use the unaspirated 125 hp Escort engine. I know of one
design study on it that's going on right now that looks very promising.
So it's been a bright new day for aviation and the people that live and breathe
airplanes.
It's also a new day for chapter 168 and our newsletter, as this will be my last
issue to write as its editor. From time to time I'll contribute an article, but one
(or more) of you will have to take on the job on a regualar monthly basis. I would
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CLASSIFIED ADS
Wanted:

1 pair 5.00 X 5 Clevela.nd Wheels

&

Brakes.

Contact Mike Tichvon

(Mike, please raise your hand.)
Fo~ Sale: T - 18 Project. Most materials to complete,
some assembled. Also have wheels, brakes,
canow, tank, etc. Will sell for cost of
materials.

For Rent: Hangar space in 60 X 60 metal hangar at
Bird Dog Airfield. 3500 Ft. sod strip.
10 miles northwest of Denton.
Contact David Wilson
436 - 7152
Partner:

Already built and flying great l 1/2 interest
in the Presidential BD - 4.
F'ou.r place, 160
MPH, 180 HP with constant speed prop. A fine
machine in which to go places. (Osh?)
All this for$ 6000.00, zero building time.
See Munroe McDonald
or call: 352 - 1564

This "liltore" is running low on stock •••• Look thru your stuff
and call Gerry Catha 298 - 4464
KITTY HAWK FLY - IN•••••• SUNDAY MAY 29, 1983 NOON TIL 5 PM
JUMP INTO YOUR PLANE AND DEMONSTRATE HOW
YOU CAN LAND ON A 2100 F~. GRASS STRIP I
Info:

Jim Rushing 234 - 2463 or night:
727 - 5630
( Map on page 9, last month's issue of Hangar Echoes)

Get your name and information about your project or interest
in Hangar Echoes ••••••• Send photos and copy now, not later ••
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Never try to··teach a pig to Fly ;

it· wastes your time and it ann_oys the pig.
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